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Dear Members, 

We are all aware that there is a panic situation among the Surveyor fraternity due to 
the regulation 2020 which is just about to be gazetted.  In the Regulations 2020, only 
section related to educational qualification is favoring existing surveyors and almost all 
other sections are anti independent surveyors / IIISLA. 

Right from WG group to IAC meetings we have submitted our objections / dissent to 
the proposed Regulations. There were thousands of responses / objections / feedback 
to the draft regulation 2019 which are on record.  None of them are considered and if 
considered no such analysis is provided to IIISLA. 

We have availed and exhausted other avenues like meeting MPs, MOF, Honorable 
Ministers; but still our voice was ignored and not considered till date. 

After IAC proceedings, the draft goes to the Board of IRDAI for decision before gazette 
notification. As per IRDAI Board regulation they should call the principal stakeholder, 
whose policy is going to be decided, but we were not called in that meeting also which 
took place on 13.08.2020.  

Hence, left with no other alternative, we have filed a writ petition in Honorable High 
Court of Delhi which is listed for 19th August 2020. It is quite clear now that we have a 
very crucial situation to face and for which our Unity is of utmost priority forgetting all 
other internal disputes / differences.  

Members with potentials and zeal may come forward and join hands to do 
everything to save our profession and Institute. 

Er. Rahul Jadhav 
BE , LLM,PGDRIM 
National secretary 
IIISLA. 


